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Introduction
Following the killing of George Floyd in Minnesota and the Black Lives Matter protests in the US,
UK and elsewhere, many people are raising vital questions about racism and the various kinds of
inequality that persist between different groups in our society.
The issues involved are not simple, however. Almost all politicians, journalists, academics and other
public figures agree that racism is an evil that should have no place in our society, and that we must
do everything we can to fight it. Yet there is also great disagreement about how to identify racism,
the causes of inequalities between groups, and the right solutions for tackling racism.
Take just one example. Many feel that being against racism entails being “blind” to race in our laws
or dealings with fellow citizens, and judging people “not … by the colour of their skin, but by the
content of their character” (in the famous words of the Rev Dr Martin Luther King, Jr).
Many others, however, now argue that this ideal of “race-blindness” is naive, or even a fig-leaf for
more subtle or hidden forms of “systemic racism” pervading the structure of white-majority societies. Some even argue that fighting systemic racism means that individuals, governments and laws
should actively treat people differently according to the colour of their skin, to redress historic or
hidden imbalances of power. These two distinct positions have well-respected academics supporting
both sides, and neither is obviously correct or incorrect.
Anyone who sincerely wishes to get to the real roots of racism or inequality must consider arguments from competing sources. All of us have cognitive biases shielding us from evidence or ideas
that challenge our individual interests or preconceptions. Moreover, the internet and social media
can tend to strengthen those biases, by directing us to content we already like or agree with. But just
because no-one can ever be totally free of bias doesn’t mean we can’t combat our biases.
One way to do this is to expose ourselves deliberately to people whose viewpoints we don’t agree
with, and respectfully test our arguments against theirs. Even if we end up supporting our original
view afterwards, we will have stronger arguments for it. And there is also a chance we could encounter arguments that change our minds, which could never happen if we just listen to those we already
agree with. In this way, we might get closer to the truth about how racism and inequality operate,
and create better solutions for these problems.
Below is a set of resources introducing very different views on these issues, all from respected journalists or public intellectuals. They don’t encompass the full complexity of these debates, but they
are an introduction. They are arranged as “pairs” reflecting alternative views. This is to help you
combat the “confirmation bias” of consulting only those resources that already support your opinion:
if you consult one resource in a “pair”, you should also consult the other.

Resource Pair A and B
Articles about racism and disparities in Britain
Articles A and B, written from “progressive” and “conservative” positions (relative to each other), cite
different statistics and draw different inferences concerning racial disparities. When reading them,
consider:
yy What different kinds of evidence does each article use? What are the strengths and limitations of this kind of evidence?
yy What is the key difference in their messages about race and inequality in the UK?
yy Are their messages incompatible?
yy One writer has West African heritage, while the other is white. Do you think that gives either
more authority than the other over certain issues or questions?
yy What questions are left unanswered in each case?

Afua Hirsch

A

“This is a vital study of racial bias. Now will
Britain take heed?
The Guardian’s Bias in Britain poll supplies concrete evidence for what ethnic minorities have known all along”

The Guardian, 2nd December 2018
Article here.

David Goodhart

B

“Facts vs Feelings in the BLM debate
Depite activist anger, the statistics tell a broadly positive
story about black middle-class advancement”

UnHerd.com, 15th June 2020
Article here.

Combined Resource Pair C
Filmed debate between Coleman Hughes and Ta-Nehisi Coates on U.S. reparations
for slavery: Coleman Hughes vs Ta-Nehisi Coates
In June 2019 a US Congressional hearing considered the suggestion that the U.S. government should
pay “reparations” (money to make amends) to black Americans for the historic injustice of slavery.
Ta-Nehisi Coates and Coleman Hughes gave testimony for and against the proposition, respectively.

C

Ta Nehisi-Coates

Coleman Hughes

Video here (opening arguments only, 10 mins).
Watch the video with the link above (transcript also here). Consider these questions:

yy Which single point in the debate did you find the most persuasive, and why?
yy Did either case entirely convince you, or is there a middle way?
yy Britain was a major player in the transatlantic slave trade. On the other hand, Britain’s
current ethnic minority populations have not historically suffered slavery or enforced racial
segration in Britain, in the way many African Americans and their ancestors have in the US.
How relevant do you think the US reparations debate is to Britain?

Resource Pair D and E
Extracts from analyses of statistics on policing in America
These texts consider whether and how statistics can be used to measure racial bias in US policing
practices, including the use of lethal force. Both are “bird’s eye view” accounts of a now very large
field of different empirical studies. While they point in different directions, both show that drawing
conclusions from police statistics may be more complex than it first appears. Questions:
yy Each article suggests that it is not enough just to know that the number of black or ethnic
minority people arrested or shot by police is disproportionate to their share of a population.
What other variables do the extracts suggest we look at to test for racial bias?
yy Does either author come to a firm conclusion about whether racial disparities in policing are
caused by racial bias?
yy According to each author, in what ways have US police forces responded to discussions about
racial bias? What do the authors suggest the results of these responses could be?
yy Are there any persuasive points you can take away from either text?

Lynne Peeples

d

“What the data say about police shootings
How do racial biases play into deadly encounters with
the police? Researchers wrestle with incomplete data
to reach answers”

Nature, 4th September 2019
Article here.

Thomas Sowell

E

Excerpt from “Crime Statistics and Arrest Statistics”,
in Discrimination and Disparities (2018):

No one needs to be an expert on the complexities of statistics in order to see
through many statistical fallacies, including those based on simple omissions. But it
does require stopping to think about the numbers, instead of being swept along by a
combination of statistics and rhetoric.
Statistics cited in support of claims that police target blacks for arrests usually go no
further than showing that the proportion of black people arrested greatly exceeds
the roughly 13 percent of the American population who are black. [continued…]

Thomas Sowell
If anyone were to use similar reasoning to claim that National Basketball Association (NBA) referees were racially biased, because the proportion of fouls that referees
call against black players in the NBA greatly exceeds 13 percent, anyone familiar
with the NBA would immediately see the fallacy – because the proportion of black
players in the NBA greatly exceeds the proportion of black people in the American
population.
Moreover, since blacks are especially over-represented among the star players in the
NBA, the actual playing time of black players on the floor would be even more disproportionately higher, and it is the players on the floor who get cited for fouls more
so than secondary players sitting on the bench.
What would be relevant to testing the hypothesis that blacks are disproportionately targeted for arrest by the police, or disproportionately sentenced by the courts,
would be objective data on the proportion of particular violations of the law committed by black people, compared to the proportion of blacks arrested, convicted,
and sentenced for those particular violations.
Such objective data are not always easy to come by, since data reflecting actions by
the police would hardly be considered valid as a test of whether the actions of the
police were warranted. However, there are some particular statistics that are both
relevant and independent of the actions of the police.
The most reliable and objective crime statistics are statistics on homicides, since a
dead body can hardly be ignored, regardless of the race of the victim. For as long as
homicide statistics have been kept in the United States, the proportion of homicide
victims who are black has been some multitude of the proportion of blacks in the
population. Moreover, the vast majority of those homicide victims whose killers have
been found were killed by other blacks, just as white homicide victims were killed by
other whites.
Since the homicide rate among blacks is some multitude of the homicide rate among
whites, it is hardly surprising that the arrest rate of blacks for homicide is some
multitude of the rate of homicide arrests among whites. It has nothing to do with the
proportion of blacks in the general population, and everything to do with the proportion of blacks among those who commit a particular crime.
Another violation of the law that can be tested and quantified, independently of
the police, is driving in excess of highway speed limits. A study by independent
researchers of nearly 40,000 drivers on the New Jersey Turnpike, using high-speed
cameras and a radar gun, showed a higher proportion of black drivers than of white
drivers who were speeding, especially at the higher speeds.
This study, comparing the population of black drivers stopped by state troopers for
speeding with the proportion of blacks actually speeding, was not nearly as accepted, or mentioned, either by the media or politicians, as other studies comparing the
number of blacks stopped by state troopers for speeding and other violations with
the proportion of blacks in the population.
Yet again, specific facts have been defeated by the implicit presumption that groups
tend to be similar in what they do, so that large differences in outcomes are treated
as surprising, if not sinister. But demographic differences alone are enough to lead
to group differences in speeding violations, even aside from other social or cultural
differences. [continued …]

Thomas Sowell
Younger people are more prone to speeding, and groups with a younger median age
have a higher proportion of their population in age brackets where speeding is more
common. When different groups differ in median age by a decade, or in some cases by two decades or more, there was never any reason to expect different groups
to have the same proportion of their respective populations speeding, or to have
the same outcomes in any number of activities that are more common in some age
brackets than in others.
The omission of data on the proportion of blacks – or any other racial group – engaged in a given violation of the law, as distinguished from the proportion of blacks
or others in the population at large, is sufficient to let racial profiling charges prevail
politically, despite their inconsistency with either logic or evidence.
Some professional statisticians have refused to get involved in “racial profiling” issues. As a professor of criminology in North Carolina explained: “Good statisticians
were throwing up their hands and saying, ‘This is one battle you’ll never win. I don’t
want to be called a racist.’”
Among the other consequences is that many law enforcement officials also see this
as a politically unwinnable battle, and simply back off from serious law enforcement,
the results of which could ruin either their careers and their lives. The net result of
the police backing off is often a rise in crime, of which law-abiding residents in black
communities are the principal victims.
Some people may think that they are being kind to blacks by going along with unsubstantiated claims of “racial profiling” by the police. But, as distinguished black
scholar Sterling A. Brown said, long ago: “Kindness can kill as well as cruelty, and it
can never take the place of genuine respect.”

Resource Pairs F to Q
Further Reading
These books and links offer a snapshot of the prominent thinkers debating these issues. They represent roughly voices on the political “left” and “right” of these issues and are arranged as such. This is
a simplification, but it helps you identify the alternative narratives out there.

F

Reni Eddo-Lodge
Why I’m No Longer Talking to
White People About Race

G

Amazon link here.

H

Robin DiAngelo
White Fragility: Why It’s So Hard for
White People to Talk About Racism

Amazon link here.

Thomas Sowell
Discrimination and Disparities

Amazon link here.

I

Jason L. Riley
Please Stop Helping Us: How Liberals
Make it Harder for Blacks to Succeed

Amazon link here.

J

Ibram X Kendi
Website of Ibram X Kendi, academic historian and author
of How To Be An Antiracist.
Includes links to essays and
podcasts.

K

Website link here.

L

Sam Levin
“ It’s not about bad apples”,
The Guardian, 16th June 2020.
US correspondent Sam Levin suggests that moderate
policies to reduce US police
violence have failed.

Article here.

Coleman Hughes
Website of Coleman Hughes,
widely-published columnist who testified to the US
congressional committee on
reparations (above). Includes
links to essays and podcasts.

Website link here.

M

John McWhorter
“Racist Police Violence Reconsidered”, Quillette, 11th
June 2020. Academic John
McWhorter analyses statistics
on US police shootings, racial
disparities in them, and factors underlying them.

Website link here.

N

Gary Younge
“In Ferguson the violence of the
state created the violence of the
street”, The Guardian, 18th August
2014. Gary Younge considers arguments in favour of rioting as a form
of protest.

O

Article here.

p

Owen Jones
“Toppling statues of bygone tyrants forces British people to face
present-day racism”, The Guardian,
11th June 2020. Guardian columnist
Owen Jones argues that the toppling of statues represents not the
erasure of history but a remembrance of racism in the past which
also brings into focus modern
racial injustices.

Article here.

Glenn Loury
“Condemn this Violence without
Equivocation”, Quillette, 3rd June
2020. Economist Glenn Loury argues that liberals should condemn
the violence surrounding Black
Lives Matter protests.

Article here.

Q

Inaya Folarin Iman

“Modern-day witchfinders won’t
end the hate by pulling down statues – they’ll only fuel it”, the Daily
th
Mail, 18 June 2020. Free Speech Union Director Inaya Folarin Iman argues that the history of
Britain is richly complex, featuring episodes of
glory and shame, and the statues memorialising that history should reflect that.

Article here.
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